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How Our Service Works

We’re a leading supplier of bespoke tableware solutions for the catering and hospitality industry. We work with
large chain restaurants right down to independent cafes to produce tableware that meets our clients’ requirements.

Choose any product
At Surrey Ceramics, we have over 200 different
tableware products to choose from. Our range
covers everything from plates to bowls, dipping
pots to cookware and tea/coffee sets to table
accessories.

Choose any glaze
We have over 30 different glazes to choose
from. Whether you’re looking for something
vibrant, something simple, something matte or
something glossy, we’ll have a solution that
meets your requirements.

We’ll produce your tableware
We’ll glaze your chosen products with your
chosen finish and send to your establishment.
Order as many or as little as you like and get
replacements easily, as and when you need
them.

How Our Service Works
At Surrey Ceramics, we produce bespoke crockery for the hospitality industry. With over 30 different glazes and 200
different shapes, you choose a combination that complements your restaurant.
Based in one of the last working potteries in the south of England, we don’t use a production line to create your
crockery. Instead, we hand press and glaze your products; ensuring quality and durability in everything we create.
For more than 20 years we have been creating bespoke crockery for the catering industry. We produce tableware for
large chain restaurants such as Wagamama right down to small independent cafes such as The Find.
If you’d like to find out more about our products and service, please get in touch by ringing 01428 604 404 or by
emailing us on sales@surreyceramics.com. Make sure to check out our website too at www.surreyceramics.com!

What Our Customers Say

“Absolutely chuffed with our new custom-made plates from Surrey
Ceramics. After visiting their production line and seeing how each
individual plate is hand-crafted, dyed and finished, we couldn’t have
walked away without an order! Thank you, guys, so much!”
Georgeios Klappas, The Olive Tree

“Chris has helped us design and mould our line of crockery at
Oblix exceeding all expectations. The delivery and
correspondence are always on point ensuring the service provided
remains at the top standard we are constantly striving for. Thank
you, Chris, your company’s efforts do not go un-noticed’’
Ross Matthew Gailer, Oblix

“I like to work closely with Surrey ceramics as they share the same
passion and treat their products as art just like I do. And when two
artists collaborate, brilliant things happen.”
Connor Lowery, Stuart Inns

